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Jade CHLORELLA

Nature’s Perfect Whole Food Supplement

hlorella is a fresh water algae that
contains the highest protein content in
the plant kingdom. It is high in
vitamins and minerals which makes it

the supreme superfood. Chlorella also possesses
detoxifying capabilities which make it the
perfect whole-food supplement for today’s toxic
environment. Our patented cell-wall
manufacturing technology makes Jade Chlorella
the purest, most potent strain of chlorella
available.

• Clinically tested

• Perfect for any age from infant to the elderly

• Immune system stimulant

• High chlorophyll content to help cleanse the bowels, liver and kidneys

• Maintains cardiovascular health

• Contains full Vitamin B Complex, Vitamins E & C

• Contains a wide range of minerals, including magnesium, potassium, iron and calcium

• Encourages the body to dispose of waste materials

• Supports digestive health

• Binds to and removes toxins from the body (mercury, lead, cadmium, and toxic chemicals)

• High DNA/RNA content to support cellular generation and repair

• Potent alkalyzer

• Patented cell-wall fracturing technology

• 100% vegetarian

• 60% protein

Jade Chlorella Pilot Study

CJade CHLORELLA

A Dietary Supplement

Available in:

200 vegetable capsules

300 tablets

600 tablets

1000 tablets

227 g/ 0.51lb powder
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Jade Chlorella’s pilot study findings reveal that our chlorella dramatically improves overall health because of its unique structure.
Specially, the study revealed that Jade Chlorella supplementation is completely safe. In the study, subjects showed a consistent
and dramatic improvement in bowel function. 50% of the subjects tested had a significant drop in hemoglobin A1C and 20% lost
a significant amount of weight with no directed effort. Subjects also demonstrated a consistent drop in C-reactive protein; this
protein serves as a general marker for inflammation that research shows to be an early indicator of cardiovascular disease. This
study brings validity and understanding to what our clients and doctors have told us for years.

All statements have not been
evaluated by the FDA. This
product is not intended to
diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent
any disease. This product and all
information contained herein are
for educational purposes only.


